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FOREWORD

Ladies and Gentlemen, Participants of Seminar and Workshop Mid Year APECA 2015 in Salatiga;

President of APECA Dr Tan Soo Yin and Vice Rector of Satya Wacana Christian University, the Dean Faculty of Teacher Training and Education and All of Friends of Guidance & Counseling lecturer; School Counselor whom I love in Christ,

Let me represent the Organizing Committee for Seminar and Workshop Mid Year APECA two thousand and fifteen (2015) in Salatiga, convey welcome in Salatiga little town and at our campus Satya Wacana Christian University. First we thank God Most Gracious, thanks to its shares for all of us can attend this morning to begin the Seminar and Workshop with the theme of :Counselling based approach to health and wellness. Facilitators come from negri jiran Malaysia, Singapore, and participants come from Semarang Jakarta, Bandung, Sukoharjo, Magelang, Tegal, Surabaya, Bogor, Kudus, Selong NTB, Suru, Palu (Celebes), Solo, and Salatiga with the overall number of participants around 60 people. Thanks for the response of Brother and Sister to be present and participation in the Mid Year APECA 2015 in Indonesia. 21 th Biennial Conference and workshop APECA will be held in the Sydney Australia next November 2016. Mr. / Mrs. / friends here are invited to attend. We meet again in Sydney next year.

The committee thanked for Resource Person Dato Prof. See Ching Mey PhD come from USM Penang Malaysia, Mrs. Theresa Moo Chin Woon from Kl; Dr Tan Soo Yin and Carine Lee PhD from National Intitute of Education Nanyang Technological University Singapore and presentor from outside salatiga. We are Thank you too Rector SWCU, Dean Faculty of Education and Guidance and Counseling Department who has facilitated the committee so that within a relatively short time Mid Year Seminar and Workshop APECA2015 joint with Satya Wacana Christian University and can be planned and implementing today and tomorrow. With collaboration Indonesia Guidance and Counseling Association Salatiga branch. Congratulations for Seminar and workshops, God bless us all.
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ABSTRACT

Childhood is a chid to the age of 0-6 years. At this time children are starting stages of development of basic or beginner, in which each stage requires a process of education and mentoring tailored to their age. When viewed through early childhood education at the school track the age groups divided into Toddler (0-2 years), playgroup (3-4 years), TK 1 (4-5 years), and TK 2 (5-6 years). Study materials are needed in Early Childhood Education material that is cognitive, behavioral, gross motor, and fine motor skills, which are all packed in a program to learn while playing. In addition to the material in early childhood education is also noteworthy about character education, where character education is not only the action in learning in the classroom, but require the assistance of individuals, especially for children who have special cases, such as hyperactivity or inclusive. In the mentoring process is an early childhood teachers need to understand the concept and process of counseling for all early childhood. Teachers Early Childhood Education (ECD) instead of just focusing on learning in the classroom, but can become a counselor who care about the development of children's character. Education at an early age is not education that focuses on cognitive development only, but a greater percentage of education should be on the development of children's character. A counseling process inside and outside the schedule of learning is required for children. In the process of counseling individual or group counseling teacher gives her empathy for the child, but it also teachers can give advice and character education to children. The process of counseling to early childhood can be given through the game or audiovisual media, but more emphasis to the form of sharing between teachers and children, children with children.
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A. INTRODUCTION

The world of education is currently facing major challenges to be faced, which the world is currently focused education to implement the government's program to produce a golden generation for the year 2045 prepared golden generation is a demographic bonus Indonesian people who need to be prepared early, starting in 2013 up to 2045, in order to have a generation that is ready to build the character of the Indonesian nation and advanced. Character generation must be built on the foundation of education, where every school not only prepares a curriculum that focuses on cognitive, but also emphasizes the affective, psychomotor, creative, and religious. Surely education is more focused on formal